
Favorite
Public Art Anisfield-Wolf Book Award murals

Inspired by and reflecting social justice and diversity, 
the most recent can be found at E 34th and Broadway 

reflecting the work of poet Jericho Brown.

– BoB –

How We See CLE is a monthly series showcasing 
the unique perspective and knowledge of the 

Cleveland Leadership Center staff.

Lake View Cemetery
From the Tiffany-designed 
interior of Wade Memorial 
Chapel to DJ Alan Freed’s 
jukebox headstone, the 

arboretum-like setting holds 
art of everlasting value.

– Michael – 

The Cleveland signs
The Cleveland signs help us to 
fall in love with our city, instill 

Cleveland pride, and what better 
backdrop for a photo shoot?!

– Marianne –

Zoetic Walls
With over 20 murals around the Collinwood 

neighborhood, why choose just one?! 

– Maeve –

Solstice Steps
Art and nature combined to 
create a quiet respite from 

the day. 

– Lenora –

GuaRdians of 
Traffic

I love how these statues 
were saved from 

demolition in the 1970’s, 
only to become the faces 

of Cleveland’s present and 
future. They’re iconic and 

so Cleveland.

– Jody –

Collage of 
Cleveland Selfies

Made up of pictures from 
Clevelanders, the individual 

photos make up the 
Cleveland skyline. A great 

celebration of all things CLE.

– Rachel

The Thinker
In front of The Cleveland 

Museum of Art is so 
thought-provoking and 

stunning. 

– Becky –

Judy’s Hand Sculpture
A must see piece in Uptown. 

It’s hard to miss this giant hand 
outside MOCA which was part 

of 2018’s FRONT exhibition.

– Andrew –

Dream Big mural
Lisa Quine is my favorite 
Cleveland-based mural 
artist. All of her work is 

amazing but I’m especially 
fond of the Dream Big mural 

in Gordon Square. 

– Nicole –

Kings and Queens of 
Lakeview Terrace mural
Ananda Nahu created this piece 
that depicts children from the 

public housing it faces. I love that 
these children see themselves 

represented in public art. 

– EviE –

Pizzashrine
This mural is unique and 

definitely eye-catching. Besides 
being a favorite place to take 

a photo, it’s also inspiration to 
grab some pizza from one of 
Cleveland’s great pizzerias.

– Kim –

Orchard 
School Fence

Whimsical, fun, and 
eye-catching — you 
can’t walk or drive 
by without smiling. 

– Michelle –

West Park mural
West Park’s newest mural, 

near Gunning Rec Center, was 
created with the input from the 
community and the artist had 
help from the neighbors install 

it. Instagrammable? Check! 
Place-making? Check! And a 

welcome message for all. 

– Nick –


